The solution that protects your interiors !

Made in France

www.clipso.com

Pharmacy - Germany

CLIPSO & Sanitized® :
safe, protected
walls and ceilings!
Designed for safety and durability,
the SO CLEAN range is treated with Sanitized®
protective solutions that destroy
99.9% of bacteria.
Sanitized® prevents mould from forming, and
restricts the growth of microbes, fungi, mildew,
rot and algae by directly destroying the various
bacterial food sources. As a result, these
bacteria can neither form nor spread.
Sanitized® -treated SO CLEAN stretched
walls and ceilings therefore are, and remain,
free of mites. As it is an actual antibacterial
and antifungal barrier, Sanitized® delivers
long-term action and effectiveness, even after
exposure to disinfectants.

Baths of Balaruc - France

Medical office waiting room - Belgium

A high-quality
custom-made solution!
In addition to its antimicrobial and
antibacterial properties, the SO CLEAN range
of coverings can be dimensioned to tailormade solutions
As it can be adapted to rooms and supply
spaces of all shapes and dimensions, the
SO CLEAN fabric used on walls and ceilings
does more than simply meet hygiene needs.
SO CLEAN can also be used with an acoustic
solution to reduce unwanted noise.

Medical office - Belgium

Kelderman Orthodontics - Architect : ARHK

Managing noise also means creating a
different, quieter ambiance, a definite asset
when it comes to the comfort of your waiting
rooms and surgeries.

Kelderman Orthodontics - Architect : ARHK

Badewelt aquatic center - Sinsheim - Germany

Also embellishes
pools and spas...
SO CLEAN creates pleasant, user-friendly
spaces, while at the same time optimising
hygiene in recreational areas.

Lingolsheim swimming pool - France

Brightness, quiet, cleanliness... the benefits
of the SO CLEAN range are perfectly suited
to the requirements for pools and spas. As
recreational spots and get-aways, aquatic
spaces must reflect a combination of aesthetics,
practicality and attention to hygiene.
SO CLEAN comes with lighting or acoustic
solutions to suit the desired requirements for
each location, to achieve a perfect blend with
the theme of the atmosphere, or help set
a distinctive tone.

Swimming pool - Ceiling - Korea

Medical office waiting room - Turkey

SO CLEAN : the antibacterial covering
for specific hygiene-sensitive environments
SO CLEAN adequately meets the specific
requirements for hospitals, doctors’ surgeries
and waiting rooms, as well as swimming pools
and spas, by actively helping to create a safe,
reassuring environment.

Kelderman Orthodontics - Architect : ARHK

Designed to combat bacterial and fungal growth, the
SO CLEAN range of fabrics is particularly suited to
medical settings and moist environments. Classified
A+ and GREENGUARD Gold certified, SO CLEAN
kind to humans and to the environment as its
coverings are guaranteed free of volatile or cancercausing atmospheric emissions.
The antibacterial fabric can be installed in a matter
of hours by a cold-laying process, with minimal
inconvenience to medical staff and employees, thus
providing them with a wellness area in which to
carry on their regular activity.

Swimming pool, leisure area - United Kingdom

Antibacterial

Translucent

Luminous

Colors

Multiple
forms

Swimming pool, wellness center

Skills and know-how at your service!
CLIPSO provides assistance with your project every step of the way; from the sales team through to
the technical teams and including the design department, CLIPSO places all its skills and expertise
at your disposal.
Our strength is in bespoke solutions, and our design department makes a thorough examination of each
project to assess its feasibility. Whether you need technical advice for building a frame, aluminium structure
or oversized fixture, CLIPSO works alongside you to calculate an estimate, design a scale and come up with
an appropriate solution.
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Your success achieved is our goal.

